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Page not found.


The page you were trying to reach at this address doesn't seem to exist. This is usually the result of a bad or outdated link. We apologize for any inconvenience.


What can I do now?


If this is your first time visiting TechTarget, welcome! Sorry for the circumstances under which we're meeting. Here's where you can go from here:


 Search  


	Check out the latest news.
	Our home page contains the latest information on Oracle Database / Applications.
	Our about page contains more information about the site you are on, SearchOracle.
	If you need to, please contact us, we would love to hear from you.
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Data Management

	

Confluent adds support for Apache Flink, unveils update
The streaming specialist has added a managed service for the popular open source compute layer so customers can use the tools of ...


	

Redpanda serverless streaming option targets cost control
The real-time data management specialist's new serverless platform enables customers to pay only for the compute power they use, ...


	

On-premises vs. cloud data warehouses: Pros and cons
Data warehouses increasingly are being deployed in the cloud. But both on-premises and cloud data warehouses have pluses and ...
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Sisense targets hardcore developers with new toolkit
The embedded BI specialist's latest update features a software development kit that enables developers to compose applications ...


	

Databricks partners with Mistral AI to aid GenAI development
The data cloud vendor joins Microsoft and Snowflake in partnering with -- and investing in -- the startup to provide customers ...


	

Snowflake boosting its commitment to AI, including GenAI
Recent moves, including the appointment of a new CEO and the formation of a new partnership, are representative of the vendor's ...
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SAP, Nvidia partner to boost business AI development
SAP and Nvidia are working together to combine platforms and services that help customers build business-specific generative AI ...


	

SAP Datasphere adds data governance, GenAI for analytics
SAP introduced new functionality in SAP Datasphere to help customers better manage their data environments with governance, ...


	

New Rise with SAP program targets barriers to cloud moves
The Rise with SAP Migration and Modernization program includes cost incentives and services aimed at on-premises customers ...
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2024 technology predictions around AI, Mojo and blockchain
Blockchain, AI, anti-competitive activity and the new programming language Mojo are sure to fill the headlines in 2024.


	

Debunking 5 blockchain myths and misconceptions
There's more to blockchain development than what you hear from the crypto community. Here, we debunk five common blockchain myths.


	

How the event sourcing design pattern works, with example
Learn how to control state changes as immutable events through the event sourcing model.
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How to understand advancements in modern data centers
Data center advancements are rapidly occurring with storage demand. Some advancements, like an increase in temperatures, are ...


	

Guide to lift-and-shift data center migration
The lift-and-shift approach moves an app and its data from one environment to another. Understanding the pros and cons can help a...


	

Importance of backup generator power for data centers
Data center generators are rarely run; however, they must go through regular testing and maintenance to ensure they work when a ...
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The importance of ethics in information management
Advancements in data collection and processing may tempt information management professionals to use as much customer data as ...


	

Box AI adds Microsoft Azure OpenAI Service integration
Box adds Microsoft Azure OpenAI Service to its lineup of AI tools for document summaries, joining Google's Vertex and OpenAI LLMs...


	

Generative AI's effect on content management systems
Generative AI's ability to create content can enhance workflow automation within a CMS. Yet, organizations must implement ...
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Oracle advances generative AI and HR into the unknown
Oracle's new generative AI tools for HR aim to reduce costs and help candidates self-select. But some users may remain hesitant ...


	

6 of the top change management applications
Change management tools can help make various aspects of a company transition, such as training, go more smoothly. Learn about ...


	

Workday partnership pushes vendor into new area: PEO
Workday partners with Insperity to offer professional employer organization services to SMBs, aiming to expand its platform's ...
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